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2. 1: [ ] [Ho85] P




$fai\iota_{ureS}(P)=\{(\overline{m}, R)|. \overline{m}\in traC.eS(P), R\in refuSa\iota s(P/\overline{m})\}$




. $P/\overline{m}$ P –m
P –m .
.
P \in I(m’ $arrow P_{i}$ ) $\}$ , $P_{i}$
.
$fai\iota_{u}reS(P)=\{([m_{i}]\wedge R\overline{m},)|(\overline{m},R)\in fai\iota ures(Pi)\}\cup$
$\{([]_{)}R)|\forall i\in I, m_{\mathrm{i}}\not\in R\}$
ml\triangle m2 ml m2 .
52
,
$\overline{m_{1}}=[m_{1}^{1}, m_{1}^{2k}, \ldots, m_{1}]$ , $\overline{m_{2}}=[m_{\mathit{2}}^{1}, m_{2}^{\mathit{2}}, \ldots, m_{\mathit{2}}^{h}]$
( m2 $=[m_{2}^{1},$ $m_{\mathit{2}}^{\mathit{2}},$ . . $.]$ ) ,
$\overline{m_{1^{\wedge}}}\overline{m_{\mathit{2}}}=[m_{1}^{1}, m_{1}^{2},,\cdots, m_{1}^{k}, m_{\mathit{2}’ \mathit{2}}^{1\mathit{2}}m, \ldots, m_{\mathit{2}}^{h}]$







$\{(\overline{m}, R_{1}\cup R_{\mathit{2}})|$ $\overline{m}\in traces(P_{1}||P_{2})$ ,
$(\overline{m}\uparrow\alpha(P_{1}), R_{1})\in fai\iota ureS(P_{1})$ ,
$(\overline{m}\uparrow\alpha(P_{\mathit{2}}), R_{2})\in\cdot fai\iota ureS(P_{\mathit{2}})\}$
$traCes(P_{1}||P_{\mathit{2}})$ $=\{t|$ $t\uparrow\alpha(P_{1})\in traCes(P_{1}))$
$t\uparrow\alpha(P_{2})\in traces(P2))$
$t\in(\alpha(P_{1})\cup\alpha(P_{2}))^{*}\}$
. $M$ , $\overline{m}\uparrow M$ , –m $M$
.












, $\mathrm{G},$ $\cross$ .





$\bullet\cross p$ : $p$ .






. , $p$ , $\text{ }$
$mode\iota s(P)$ .
–m $[m_{1)}m_{\mathit{2}}, \ldots, m_{n}]$
( $[m_{1)}m_{\mathit{2}_{)}}\ldots$ ) $m_{i},$ . . $.$ ]) ,
head$(\overline{m})=m_{1)}$
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tail $(m)=[m_{i}, \ldots, m_{n}]$




$\overline{m}\models p$ iff $\overline{m}\in models(p)$
2. $\overline{m}\models \mathrm{X}p$ iff $tail_{2}(\overline{m})\models p$
3. $\overline{m}\models \mathrm{G}p$ iff $\forall i(1\leq i),$ $tail_{i}(m)$ $\models p$
4 $\overline{m}\models p_{1}\wedge p_{\mathit{2}}$ iff $\overline{m}\models p_{1}$ $\overline{m}$ $\models p_{\mathit{2}}$
5. $\overline{m}\models p_{1}\supset p_{\mathit{2}}$ iff $\overline{m}\models p_{1}$ $\overline{m}\models p_{\mathit{2}}$
6. $\overline{m}\models\forall xp(x)$ iff $X$ $\overline{m}\models p(x)$ .






2. 3: [ $q$ ]
55
$F$ $q$
. F $q$ $F\downarrow q$
.
$F\downarrow q=\{(\overline{m}, R)|$ $(\overline{m}, R)\in F,$ $\exists r,$ $head(r)\not\in R$ ,
$\exists R’(\overline{m}^{\bigwedge_{r,R}}’)\in F,$ $\overline{m}^{\wedge}r\models q\}$
2. 4: [ ]
$q$ . $\alpha(P_{1})$ $=$ \alpha ( )









$P\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}=\{marrow P_{m}\}$ P $q$
$m$
$\lceil_{q}$
m $q$ $\supset \mathrm{X}r$ $r$
$P_{m}$ . $m$ $P_{m}$
. $P_{m}$ $P_{m}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}=\{m’arrow P_{m}’\}$
$P_{m}$ $q’$ m’ $q’$ $P_{n}’$,
.
3. 1: [ ]
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$\{m arrow P\}$ $q$ Rm, q
$m$ $R_{m}$
$q$ . $C$
$C\cap\alpha(\{marrow P\})=\emptyset$ $s!\omega(m)\not\in\alpha(\{marrow P\})$
$\{[_{c\in c}carrow R’[marrow\{s!\omega(m)arrow nil\}\}$
$R’$ \iota $m$ $q$ C $s!\omega$
$R_{m}$ 1.
C $R_{m}$ $PEO(R_{m})$ .
$s!\omega(m)$ $R_{m}$ halt$(R_{m})$ .
3.1 q (true) $R$ $m$
.
3. 2: [ ]
$P$ C $(C\cap\alpha(\{marrow P\})=\emptyset)_{\text{ }}$
$s?u$ $s?u\not\in\alpha(\{7narrow P\})$ . $R$
P $q$ R
.
$\{[_{C\in C^{C}}arrow R’[s?uarrow P’\}$
$R’$ P $q$ C
$s?\omega$ $R$ 2. $P’$ $q$ $P$
.
$C$ R $PEI(R)$ .
$s?\omega$ R wake$(R)$ .
1 $PEO(R_{m})=PEO(R’)$ halt$(R_{m})=ha\iota_{t}(R’)$ .




$\{marrow P\}$ $\cross q$ $R$ $m$
$Q$ P $q$
PEO(R)=PEi(Q)=C halt$(R)$ Wake$(Q)$ R $Q$
$S$ . $\{marrow P\}$
$\cross q$ .
$(R||Q)\backslash \backslash (C\cup\{s\})$ .
. R $m$
$Q$ R $C\in C$
P . $S$ $m$
$Q$ P
( 3.2 $P’$ ) $\prime \text{ }$ .
3. 3: [ ]
$\{marrow P\}$ $q$ C $C$
\alpha ({m\rightarrow P})=\emptyset $\text{ }\backslash$ $s?\omega(u)$ $s?\omega(u)\not\in\alpha(\{marrow$
$P\})$ . R $m$ $q$
R $q$ .
$\{[_{C\in C^{C}}arrow R’[s?\omega(u)arrow Q\}$
$R’$ P $q$ C
$s?\omega(u)$ $R$ 3. $Q$ $m$
$q$ .
$C$ R $PE(R)$ . $s?\omega(u)$
R Wake$(R)$ . R
R halt$(R)$ halt$(Q)$ .
2
3 3.1 $\prod\overline{\iota \mathrm{J}}$ $PE(R)=PE(R’)$ Wake$(R)=wake(R^{;})$
.
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$\{marrow P\}$ $q$ $\{marrow P\}$
$q$ $P’$ .
$(R||R’)\backslash (PEI(R’)\cup\{s’\})$ .
R $m$ $q$ $PEI(P’)$ $\cup PEI(R’)=$
$PE(R)$ wake$(R)=wake(P’)$ . $q\supset \mathrm{X}q’$ $q’$ $R’$ $P$
$q’$ . $s’=halt(R)=wake(R’)$ .
2 $\{marrow P\}$ $q$ $m$ $q$







– $\{m_{1}arrow P_{1}[\cdots[m_{n}arrow P_{n}\}$









. tranS$(P)$ Init $P$
decomp$(P)$ .



















$\bullet$ Init: $decom_{\mathrm{P}}(P)$ token . decomp$(P)$
.
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